TOOLS & RESOURCES
The Coach initiative includes the development of open-access global public goods in the form of tools and
resources for policymakers, researchers, and other system-level leaders, along with materials and tools for
pedagogical leaders and teachers, focused on giving guidance on how to provide the most effective inservice teacher professional development.
These global public goods include an Overview Toolkit, a Design Toolkit, and an Implementation
Toolkit.
These tools and resources are currently under development, and this list will be updated as they are made
public.

Overview Toolkit
This toolkit includes an overview video mapping out the different Coach products along with the audience and
focus of each. It also includes briefs and synthesis materials summarizing the research that has informed the
development of the Coach initiative.
•
•
•
•

[Coming soon] Overview Video
[Coming soon] Policy Engagement Guidance Note
[Coming soon] World Bank Teacher Portfolio Repository and Coach Repository of In-Service Teacher
Professional Development Programs
[Coming soon] Technical Guidance Note for Monitoring and Evaluation TPD

Design Toolkit
This toolkit includes a set of technical guidance packages providing analytical and operational knowledge on a
specific implementation question. Each package includes a Technical Guidance Note complemented with
PowerPoint Summary and an Operational Guidance Note that can be used to support project design and
implementation phases:
•

•

•

[AVAILABLE FOR CONSULTATION through March 31, 2021] Teacher’s Guide Diagnostic Package: A tool
to evaluate the quality of teacher guides and provide recommendations (see Manual pdf and Scoresheet
pdf).
[AVAILABLE FOR CONSULTATION through March 31, 2021] Structuring Effective 1-1 Support Package:
Technical guidance on structuring 1-to-1 coaching support for teachers (see Technical Guidance Note pdf
and blog).
[Coming soon] Implementing 1-1 Support Package: Technical guidance on how to implement 1-to-1
coaching support for teachers.

•
•

•

[Coming soon] Motivating Teachers for Change Package: Technical guidance on the in-service teacher
PD factors affecting teachers’ motivation for change in the classroom.
[Coming soon] Structuring and Supporting School- and Cluster-Based Continuous Professional
Development Package: Technical guidance on how to structure and support school-and cluster-based
continuous professional development.
[Coming soon] Structuring Group Support Package: Technical guidance on how to structure larger scale
in-service training programs.

Implementation Toolkit
This toolkit includes exemplar materials and operational resources for pedagogical leaders and teachers. These
materials include guidance on key foundational teaching skills that all teachers can use to assess, develop and
master specific skills, as well as guidance on how to best support teachers in this work.
•
•
•
•

[AVAILABLE FOR CONSULTATION through March 31, 2021] Foundational Teaching Skills (FTS) Guide to
help teachers implement specific, core teaching practices (see Guide pdf)
[Coming soon] Training materials for teachers on use of Guide on Foundational Teaching Skills
[Coming soon] Guide for Coaches on how to support teachers to use Foundational Teaching Skills
[Coming soon] Training materials for coaches on how to use the Guide for Coaches

